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SOCIAL MEDIA AND EMPLOYERS
Employers are using Facebook, Myspace,
and other social media websites to both
investigate prospective employees and to
monitor the activities and behaviors of
current employees. While this irks privacy
watch-dogs and employees, California
employers face a vast amount of potential
liability for the acts of their employees. In
California, employers can be held liable for
damages caused as a result of their hiring or
retaining an employee who is incompetent
or unfit. (Federico v. Superior Court (Jenry
G.) (1997) 59 Ca1.App.4th 1207; Phillips
v. TLC Plumbing, Inc. (2009) 172 Cal.
App.4th 1133.) Thus, California incentivizes
employers to screen applicants thoroughly
for general safety concerns.
At the same time, many people choose to
make their Facebook page available only to
close friends or family in efforts to protect
personal information. The California
Constitution affords individuals the right
of privacy, and much of the information
available on Facebook is precluded from
being used as a basis for employment
decisions under California and Federal antidiscrimination laws, discussed below. These
competing interests and laws are sure to
collide and result in litigation.
The most recent outrage has been caused by
news reports of employers asking prospective
employees for their Facebook password.

Kimberly Hester, a grade school teacher's
assistant in Michigan, was recently put on
leave for refusing to provide her Facebook
password to her supervisors after a parent
who she was "friends" with reported seeing
an inappropriate picture on her Facebook
page. Ms. Hester currently plans to sue the
school district for demanding her password.
(Mariella Moon, Grade school teacher's aide
fired for refusing to hand over Facebook
password, News.yahoo.com, April 2, 2012.)
As has been widely reported, Facebook's
own terms of service prohibit users from
turning over their login information
and password for security reasons, and
Facebook has threatened litigation
against employers requesting users' login
information. (Barbara Ortutay, Facebook
Has Warning for Employers, Los Angeles
Daily Journal, March 26, 2012, Vol. 125
No. 058, p3.) Additionally, two U.S.
Senators recently requested that the U.S.
Department of Justice probe employers'
requests for Facebook passwords in hiring,
signaling that Federal legislation may be in
the works. (Manuel Valdes, Senators ask
Holder to Probe Request for Passwords in
Hiring, Orange County Register, March 25,
2012.) While it seems clear that the law will
eventually protect a user's login information,
this will not really address and resolve the
core issue — employers gaining access to
private or semi-private information that is
posted on Facebook or other social media.
This is because employers will most likely

pivot and embrace a less intrusive policy,
such as asking applicants or employees to
"friend" someone in HR (allowing access to
the user's social media content) or asking
them to login and let the interviewer
look around. Such requests will almost
certainly have legal implications, but those
implications are as of yet unknown.
DISCRIMINATION ASPECTS OF
SOCIAL MEDIA IN EMPLOYMENT
Employers face a myriad of restrictions
when it comes to hiring employees, and
the process is fraught with the potential
for subsequent litigation if the law is not
obeyed. Under California Government
Code § 12940(a), an employer is forbidden
from making employment decisions, such as
hiring, firing, or determining compensation,
based upon "race, religious creed, color,
national origin, ancestry, physical disability,
mental disability, medical condition, genetic
information, marital status, sex, gender,
gender identity, gender expression, age, or
sexual orientation."
Further, under California Government
Code § 12940(d), prospective employers
are prohibited from asking potential
employees any non-job-related inquiries
that express, "directly or indirectly, any
limitation, specification, or discrimination
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as to race, religious creed, color, national
origin, ancestry, physical disability, mental
disability, medical condition, marital status,
sex, age, or sexual orientation." In addition,
the mere perception that a person has one
of the enumerated characteristics, or even
the perception that they are associated with
a person who has or is perceived to have the
characteristic, can be the basis for liability.
(Govt. Code § 12926(n).) While the statue
allows job-related inquiries, they must be
of a general nature. For example, employers
may lawfully ask if applicants can perform
job-related functions, but they cannot
inquire as to the applicants' general health,
mental condition, or physical disability.
(California Department of Fair Employment
and Housing Fact Sheet: Employment
Inquiries, accessed April 4, 2012, at www.
dfeh.ca.gov.)
Due to the wealth of information contained
in even the most basic Facebook profile,
the determination or perception that
an applicant has one of the enumerated
characteristics, or even that they are
associated with someone who does, could
easily be made or formed as a result of simply
viewing the profile.
Standard Facebook profiles call for the user
to provide information that would enable
employers to determine a person's race,
religion, color, marital status, sex, gender,
and sexual orientation, as well as every
other specifically enumerated class that is
protected from discrimination. As such,
the argument can be made that employers
who access an applicant's Facebook page are
indirectly asking for this information. Even
if the specifically protected information
is not used in making an employment
decision, an employer would have a tough
time proving so, especially in light of the fact
that only a perception of the characteristic
can lead to liability. If the inquiry is not
specifically job-related, such as asking if the
applicant has a specific handicap, the inquiry
is most likely unlawful under California
Government Code § 12940(d).
Viewing an applicant's Facebook page is
more akin to asking general questions
than asking questions that are tailored to
job requirements. Simply put, employers
are exposing themselves to liability for
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Constitution. Specifically, even though the
discrimination by requiring access to, or
California Constitution expressly provides
even reviewing, applicants' Facebook pages
individuals with the right to pursue and
because of the content available therein.
obtain privacy, employers may still require
Employers can best shield themselves from
discrimination claims (including unfounded "suspicionless" drug testing of job applicants
ones) by forgoing any inquiry into applicants' so long as the drug test is part of a general
Facebook pages or social media content, even test required of all applicants. (Loder v. City
though this means turning a blind eye to a
of Glendale (1997) 14 Ca1.4th 846.) The
Loder
court explained that the employer's
valuable source of information about a job
interest
supporting the drug testing of
applicant's irresponsible or even unlawful
behavior that can have a legitimate (and
applicants and outweighing the privacy
rights of applicants was the need to prevent
nondiscriminatory) bearing on anticipate
the problems associated with substance
work performance..
abuse, including "absenteeism, diminished
productivity, greater health costs, increased
PRIVACY ASPECTS OF SOCIAL
safety problems and potential liability to
MEDIA IN EMPLOYMENT
third parties, and more frequent turnover."
The California Constitution affords
(Id. at 882.) As these interests are present
for nearly all normal businesses, drug testing
individuals the right to privacy, as Article I,
prospective employees in this manner and
§ 1 states:
for these reasons is generally acceptable, in
spite of California's privacy protections.
All people are by nature free and
independent and have inalienable rights.
Among these are enjoying and defending
Importantly, Loder held that current
life and liberty, acquiring, possessing, and
employees may not be tested on this basis,
as the employer has the ability to observe
protecting property, and pursuing and
the employee, their work product, and their
obtaining safety, happiness, and privacy.
behavior over a long period of time, thus
diminishing the employer's need for drug
While this right protects an individual
against both private and state actors, it is
testing. (Id.) Sufficient governmental
interest to require drug testing of current
not absolute. (Chico Feminist Women's
employees was present concerning employees
Health Ctr. v. Butte Glenn Med. Soc'y (ED
who were doing drug interdiction work,
Cal 1983) 557 F. Supp 1190; City of Santa
Barbara v. Adamson (1980) 27 C3d 123,
carrying firearms, or involved in public
131.) To proceed with an invasion of privacy
safety. (Id. at 878.) Accordingly, California
case, a plaintiff must first establish a legally
employers can generally drug test job
protected privacy interest, an objectively
applicants based upon ordinary business
reasonable expectation of privacy under the
concerns if all applicants are screened, and
circumstances, and a serious invasion of
may test current employees if they are in
the privacy interest. (Hill, supra.) Even if
some sort of sensitive position where the
proven, the party invading can still prevail
drug testing would truly be related to a
by either negating one of the elements, or
business necessity.
by proving "that the invasion is justified
because it substantively furthers one or
The analysis for employees' privacy rights
more countervailing interests." (Sheehan v.
in terms of social media will most likely
San Francisco 49ers, Ltd. (2009) 45 Ca1.4th
parallel the legal analysis required for
992, 998, citing Hill, supra, at p. 40.) This
drug testing, giving current employees
scheme for testing an individual's privacy
greater protection than job applicants, and
rights is exemplified by California's drug
making the essential inquiry a balancing
test between the rights of employees and
testing laws.
applicants to protect their privacy, weighed
against the employer's interest in obtaining
EMPLOYER DRUG TESTING
the information for valid business purposes.
Employer drug testing is permissible in
California, despite the privacy protections
afforded individuals by the California
continued on page 31
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BACKGROUND CHECKS
Employers nccd an applicant's written
permission before conducting a background
check under California's Investigative
Consumer Reporting Agencies Act and
under the Federal Fair Credit Reporting
Act. (California Civil Code §§ 17861786.56; 15 United States Code §§ 16811681x.) Employers thus have no "right" to
this information, even though much of it is
culled from public databases. The privacy
laws regarding background checks provide
more protection to employees, and they may
be used to bolster employees' privacy claims
regarding social media content.
SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT AND
INVASION OF PRIVACY
When it comes to social media content, an
individual's privacy rights will most likely
be determined by the privacy settings of the
user's account. This is because, as explained
above, an individual cannot successfully
litigate an invasion of privacy case in
California unless they can show that they
had an "objectively reasonable expectation
of privacy under the circumstances." (Hill,
supra.)

A California appellate court has already
ruled that an individual has absolutely no
expectation of privacy in content posted to
a public Myspace profile that was available
to everyone on the internet. (Moreno
v. Hanford Sentinel, Inc. (2009) 172 Cal.
App.4th 1125 (2009).) As a result, posting
anything publicly to social media, or even
anywhere on the internet, will defeat a claim
of a violation of the right of privacy as to that
information or content.
Based upon this, it appears that social media
users who make things freely available to
the public will not have any privacy interest
in that content, and if employers are merely
looking at this information it is permissible
under privacy laws. Employers in this
situation, however, must exercise caution
because they can still face liability under
discrimination laws, even if the individual
has no expectation of privacy in regards to
the social media content.

But what about a Facebook or Myspace page
that is set to private? If your Facebook or
social media account is shielded from public
view, the user should have a reasonable
expectation of privacy in that content. In
order to determine if it is protected under
California's privacy laws, the court will
weigh the employer's interest in preventing
absenteeism, diminished productivity,
greater health costs, increased safety
problems and potential liability to third
parties, against the employee's privacy
interest, as they did in the Loder court. As
in Loder, current employees should expect to
have a greater privacy interest.
At a minimum, employees who wish to
protect themselves from employer intrusion
should make their profile private and should
avoiding making this information available
to anyone else in the workplace, as this will
diminish their privacy interest. Employers
wishing to do some type of screening of
social media content should access only
public information, and should be aware
that they may run into liability under
discrimination laws for doing so. They will
most likely not face liability, however, under
privacy laws for accessing an applicant's
public content.
NON-DISPARAGEMENT
AGREEMENTS AND SOCIAL MEDIA
Many employers are starting to require
employees to enter into non-disparagement
agreements that prevent those employees
from posting disapproving or critical
comments about their employer on Facebook
or other social media websites. The National
Labor Relations Board, however, has
determined that many of those disparaging
remarks may actually be a "protected
concerted activity" under the law, and they
assert that terminating an employee for
engaging in such behavior is unlawful.
The NLRB relies upon Section 7 and 8 of the
National Labor Relations Act to assert this
position. Those sections provide employees
with the "right to self-organization ... and
to engage in other concerted activities for
the purpose of collective bargaining or
other mutual aid or protection," and make
it illegal "for an employer...to interfere
with, restrain, or coerce employees in the

exercise of the rights guaranteed in section
7 ...." (National Labor Relations Act §§ 7

and 8.) Thus, the NLRB takes the view
that employers cannot punish employees for
company-disparaging comments on social
media if those comments are made for the
purposes of mutual aid or protection of
other employees. This perspective allows
employees to easily argue that they were
making such statements for the purposes
of organizing other employees or trying to
aid them by stopping illegal or oppressive
employer conduct. Employers considering
utilizing non-disparagements agreements
should expressly state in the agreement that
it does not restrict the employees' rights
under the National Labor Relations Act.
CONCLUSION
Employers face a tremendous amount of
potential liability, both for their hiring
practices and for the acts of their employees.
In efforts to limit their potential exposure,
employers will undoubtedly gather
information on potential and current
employees, including through social media.
While the legal consequences of using such
information are not entirely clear, employers
will face liability under discrimination laws
if they use certain information contained
on social media in employment decisions.
It is also clear that employees will have no
expectation of privacy in publicly available
content. Beyond that, all interested parties
should exercise caution in regards to social
media and the workplace, paying special
attention to discrimination and privacy
laws. e
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